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Abstract: The way toward making a computer game is called as 'computer game development' The process is embraced by a 

game designer who might be an individual or a group of individuals cooperating. The more conventional type of games, which 

are, PC and Console games typically take longer timeframe being developed and are financed by set up companies. Then again, 

two dimensional games set aside much less effort to create and can be financed by the engineers exclusively. The notable game 

industry UNITY has seen a rise in recent years, who have immensely promoted two-dimensional gaming because of an online 

method of distribution. This paper centers around "Infinite Tower", a two-dimensional game created using the engine UNITY by 

a group of CSE students at Lovely Professional University. It follows the turn of events, working and its degree later for gaming. 

 

 

Index Terms – Unity, Two-dimension, Game library, Slick, GUI, Game physics, Script. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All Game development at first started in the mid-1960s yet needed a specific kind of PC framework, mostly a centralized server 

PC, because of which games were not accessible to the overall population. Because of which, business gaming discovered its way 

into the market during the 1970s, with the appearance of the original PCs and computer game consoles. As the PCs at the time were 

primitive, the expense was low and the abilities were restricted, which empowered a software engineer to without any aid build up a 

game. However, as the 21st century drew nearer, the PC processing power and buyer assumptions expanded dramatically, because 

of which, the normal estimating of delivering a PC or console game expanded from US$1–4 millions of every 2000 to more than $5 

million out of 2006, at that point to more than $20 million by 2010. Furthermore, it got unclear for game engineers to program 

games on an individual level. The way toward building up a standard PC or comfort game is a multi-stage measure. In the main 

period of the interaction, the records for pre-creation, models, game-plan and pitches are framed and composed. On the off chance 

that the thought is endorsed, the engineer gets a subsidizing, lastly, a full-scale advancement starts. The interaction is chaotic and 

requires an inclusion of a group of in any event twenty to 200 people with different duties like planning, programming, testing and 

so forth. 

II. AIM AND OBJECTIVE 

Wherever The goal of the task is to plan a two-dimensional game, written in UNITY, utilizing its gaming library 'Slick 2D.' It 

incorporates total arrangement of a 'level game' with documentation. The levels will incorporate all that is accessible in an arcade 

experience game like the mainstream Nintendo exemplary Super Mario. It will be a solitary player experience game. The 

fundamental goal of this paper is to make a simple to use, get and play gaming experience, across all age gatherings, with just PC or 

workstation frameworks. Another goal is to drive into the gaming market, which is on an outstanding rise, with a game that is low-

spending plan and simple to play. 

III. PROJECT SCOPE AND BACKGROUND 

The There is a consistent unsteadiness and emergency on the world economy, yet the game business saw a surge of 57%. The 

reasons related to this development are the allure of “Playing games” by a substantial number of clients across the world. Sun 

Microsystems understood the chance and chose to gain by it, which prompted the advancement of 'Slick 2D'. The adaptability and 

availability of this gaming library prompted the start of Infinite Tower, deliberately, focusing on the developing society of 

developing, which has become a market of tremendous potential. The extent of this task is not to be fierce. It is to make a simple to-

utilize gaming interface on a PC, with a game that is single-player and single-level. The fundamental goal behind this game is to 

empower individuals to sit back however not predict that they should remain with the game for a long time. 

IV. METHODOLOGY AND OUTLINE 

Before The language used to code the game is basically C#. What is more, the gaming library Slick 2D has been characteristic 

in the game turn of events, much to some degree because of its specific pre-characterized work that makes it more open than other 

such libraries. The following is the diagram for the task: 

Project Title: Infinite Tower  

Stage: Windows Back-end (Used): C#  

Front-end (Used): Unity 2D/3D. 

Group Size: Five  

Undertaking Duration: Four Months 

Guided By: Dr. Avinash Kaur (Associate professor)  

Submitted To: Lovely Professional University 

V. GAME DEVELOPMENT 

Prior to beginning the work on the undertaking, numerous means were mulled over previously to make the interaction 

smoother. From that point forward, the initial step was to plan the game. It was a genuinely simple undertaking, as there is an 

enormous measure of information accessible online on game plan. Besides, another significant angle was to gain the surfaces for 

the designs of the game, which set aside very some effort to investigate on a few sites and UNITYs resource store. Thirdly, the 
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game play was thought about. The objective was to keep it basic and natural, while likewise remembering to keep things intriguing 

for the gamer. From that point forward, to add speed and movement to the player character, a content organizer was made, utilizing 

a C# Script. In conclusion, to give the game an engaging visual appearance, Sprites or graphical components of 2D interactivity 

were instilled. 

 

 

VI. PROGRAMMING 

In this part, scripts utilized in "Eva-The Hunting Girl" is examined. Various articles in various scenes requires loads of contents 

to run which might be summed up or unmistakable now and then. All contents are written in C# and device utilized for creating is 

Microsoft Visual Studio. From presence of articles in the scene, development of objects to triggers and effects on objects, 

everything is finished with the assistance of Scripts. 

Infinite Tower uses the very scripts that were utilized in the game "Eva – The Hunting Girl." All contents are written in C# (C-

Sharp) and the apparatus used to compose those contents is Microsoft Visual Studio. Notwithstanding scripts, the task improvement 

exorbitantly depended on 2D Slick. A portion of the pre-characterized capacities utilized are:  

private void Start () {…}  

private void Update () {…}  

private void OnCollisionEnter2D () {…}  

private void OnTriggerStay2D () 

 

VII. SYSTEM TESTING 

After the advancement of the game was finished, the following stage was to test the designed game. The motivation behind 

testing the game was to guarantee that the game is free of bugs, to give great UI and firm quality. It was likewise to guarantee that 

the game was without glitches. After the finishing of the scenes in the game, unit testing started before the coordination of these 

scenes. The testing is done significantly more than one scene. After the period of unit testing was finished, the scenes were 

coordinated. There are four scenes in the game, each going through checks for bugs and glitches briefly time, to forestall any 

blunders that may have happened during the mix. After unit testing and reconciliation, following stage was to implement a System 

testing, which is the last advance to edit the venture. It is finished utilizing typical worth and exceptions; limit esteems are dealt 

with during the framework testing itself. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this undertaking, the cycle of game turn of events and programming with the UNITY game engine alongside its different 

highlights has been clarified. It is clear that building up a game is a significant troublesome and prolonged process. Without 

legitimate arranging and execution, it is for all intents and purposes difficult to build up an effective game. The results of this task 

have been many; it has not just helped with getting inside and out information about the working of UNITY game engine yet has 

additionally fortifying the programming dialects of the scientists. 

Strengths of the project:  

• Quicker framework reaction after the client presses a catch to play out an activity.  

• Agreeable and simple to-utilize interface.  

• No over the top strain to the framework that is running the game. Limitations of the project:  

• Issues experienced during the advancement of Library Management System.  

• Trouble in connecting the game to various stages.  

• Trouble in developing DFD and ERD charts. 
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